Abstract-Graph-based representations are a common way to deal with graphics recognition problems. However, previous works were mainly focused on developing learning-free techniques. The success of deep learning frameworks have proved that learning is a powerful tool to solve many problems, however it is not straightforward to extend these methodologies to non euclidean data such as graphs. On the other hand, graphs are a good representational structure for graphical entities. In this work, we present some deep learning techniques that have been proposed in the literature for graph-based representations and we show how they can be used in graphics recognition problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the field of graphics recognition deals with 2-dimensional data (symbols, line drawings, maps etc.), graphbased representation has received a lot of attention within the research community [14] . This is mainly because of its triviality in the representation paradigm. In graphic recognition, there are many works that use graph based representation for symbol spotting [11] , [3] , symbol recognition [4] , [10] , map registration [16] etc. All these works use to incorporate a graph-based representation for the underlying data and, depending on the problem requirements, they propose an approximate graph matching or classification approach (graph kernel, graph indexing, graph hashing etc) to reach the final goal.
The success of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [7] in different fields as computer vision and natural language processing, has increased the interest of extending these frameworks to other domains such as non-Euclidean structures, as graphs and manifolds. The previously mentioned extensions are called geometric deep learning 1 and has recently increased its popularity [6] , [9] . Following this trend, in this article, we show some experimental results carried out with the recently proposed framework involving graph neural network on graphical symbol datasets.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section II introduces the concept of message neural passing given an input graph. Section III presents some preliminar results and discussion on graphics problems. Finally Section IV draws the conclusion and introduces the future work. 
II. DEEP GRAPH MODELS FOR GRAPHICS RECOGNITION
In this work, the message passing neural network (MPNN) framework presented by Gilmer et al. [6] has been used to classify graph representations of graphics symbols 2 . This particular framework is able to reformulate previously proposed neural network models on graphs and design a new one. Graphs representing graphical symbols are very challenging to test the state of the art methods because of existance of noise and distortion. Despite these simple datasets, there are complex problems such as graph-based keyword spotting [13] where graphs are much bigger and complex, and learning based techniques can be very important there.
The input of the proposed network is an attributed graph with node and edge labels. As an output, the proposed network can either learn individual node embeddings or a global information that summarize the whole graph. The latter can be done through the use of a readout function. The forward pass of the network is defined at two stages, first message passing phases and finally an optional readout phase.
The message passing phase is computed T times propagating information along the graph. Firstly, a message function M t computes the information sent from vertices w ∈ N (v) to vertex v through the edge e vw at iteration t. All the processed messages are summed to obtain the global message m t+1 v received by v. Intuitively, the message passing phase considers the neighbouring nodes to update the node attributes in an iterative manner. Furthermore, the neighbourhood of the nodes depend on the number iterations through which the message passing procedure takes place.
where h t w and h t v are the hidden states of nodes v and w at iteration t. Then, the hidden state of node v is updated with an update function U t depending on the message m t+1 v .
After all the message passing iterations are computed, the nodes contain local information that can be used for different tasks, such as classification, at vertex level. However, a global descriptor of the graph can be obtained using a readout 2 Third party implementation: https://github.com/priba/nmp qc function R that should be invariant to permutations of the set of node states.ŷ
Here M t , U t and R are learnable and differentiable functions that can be defined depending on the problems to be solved. Previously proposed methodologies, such as, [8] , [2] can be reformulated within this framework.
In this paper, we are focused on the functions proposed by Li et al. [8] . This model assumes discrete edge types, and the message function is formulated as M (h v , h w , e vw ) = A evw h w , where A evw is a learned matrix for each possible edge label. The update function is U = GRU(h v , m v ), where GRU is the Gated Recurrent Unit [1] . Finally, the readout function is defined as R = v∈V σ(i(h
, where i and j are neural networks. Gilmer et al. [6] modified the message function as M (h v , h w , e vw ) = A(e vw )h w in order to allow continuous edge attributes, where A(e vw ) is a neural network which maps the edge vector to a matrix. Furthermore, they added the set2set model [15] as an improved readout function which often provides better performance.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We considered the GREC and LETTERS dataset [12] for the experimental validation of the neural network models mentioned above. GREC is a set of graphs coming from architectural symbols, whereas LETTERS is a graph representation of 15 capital English letters. Table III shows a comparative results between the classical graph-based techniques against some MPNN models. For MPNN models, the table shows the mean and standard deviation of 10 runs. These are some preliminary results, and more experiments will be done in the near future. Training the MPNN model on the GREC dataset (286 graphs) with 500 epochs needs 878.57 seconds, which gives an idea about time complexity of this type of network. From the experimental results, it is quite clear that the neural network models similar to MPNN are quite capable of extracting information from the graph data. However, we observed that training such models needs a huge amount of data which is not available in the community at present. This scarcity of data often leads to the problem of overfitting, which results in worse classification results. Moreover, using set2set approach as a readout layer leads to a model that is harder to train. Hence, with the current amount of data, it is unfeasible to train a good model. Some ideas to overcome this problem is to reduce the number of parameters of the network and add data augmentation.
IV. CONCLUSIONS Geometric deep learning for graphics recognition is proved to learn important features that are capable for classifying the underlying data. However, deep learning frameworks require a huge amount of data to be able to generalise. In graphics domain, there is no such large dataset in order to exploit all the potential of these methods. Hence, our future work will be focused on the study of neural network frameworks for graph-based graphics or symbol recognition problem. In order to solve the overfitting problem, we will explore some research lines such as reducing the model parameters proposing new message, update and readout functions and data augmentation. 
